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MISSION: To devote full time attention to the Marines Corps Weapons Systems development and life cycle planning for assigned programs while maximizing the support of Marine Corps Systems Command in order to fully satisfy Warfighter requirements.
PM LAV “ONGOING” CURRENT CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENTS AND “FUTURE” CAPABILITY NEEDS
PM LAV - ON GOING CAPABILITY IMPROVEMENTS

-280 ALT AMP
-NEW RADIATOR
-IMPROVED FUEL INJECTORS
-FUEL COOLER
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PM LAV – FUTURE CAPABILITY NEEDS

MARINE PERSONNEL CARRIER

LAZ ANTITANK MODERIZATION

ACTIVE PROTECTIVE SYSTEMS

LAV RECOVERY VEHICLE MODERIZATION

LAV INDIRECT FIRE UPGRADE

LAV SURVIVABILITY UPGRADE

ALSO:
- LIGHT WEIGHT ARMORS
- WEIGHT SAVINGS
- IMPROVED AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGIES
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